
100th Knowledge Seekers Workshop February 11th   (New Power Generator) 

 

(:07). Knowledge is unification, we broke with tradition and share freely. (:11). Discusses 

the World Council meeting in Dubai. People will socialize until 5 PM and get to know 

each other. Bring the things you have been working on. We will not broadcast or give 

live with the meeting. We will not disclose how we will setup. The second session will be 

broadcasted.  (:21). We are here to change the conditions through the understanding of 

the technology, and not by words. (:29). News from internet about volcanic eruptions 

around the world. Explains the continental movements. This is not KF sources but public 

sources.   (:42). Whenever the Pope travels so many cargo planes follow because carrying 

gold back to Vatican. Vatican gold through Belgium government buying US Promissory 

notes because Chinese won't take any more. The last Pope resigned because he 

transferred most of the Vatican assets into the central bank of Europe to support Ireland 

and Greece from bankruptcy, because the Central Bank of Bonn wanted a cash guarantee. 

They took that power away from the Pope, and now a huge war going on inside Vatican. 

The first time ever Pope resigned. (:45). There will be huge losses from Tsunami and 

earthquakes. (:51). Theran will be wiped out. Mexico City also sitting on marsh land. 

(:53). There is no place safe, Europe cannot feed itself, there is not enough food farming 

land. The food supply for saving humanity will go to Russia and China. Once it starts to 

go, the biggest worry is Nuclear Reactors. Start building to prepare. (:56). No one should 

blame on one, we have to accept the reality, this is the course of humanity. At KF we 

have to be ready to give unconditionally. This is why we are pushing and releasing so 

much technology.  Question about putting 3 reactors in Space and could we alter the path 

of the Earth? No, it's impossible, this is part of the course of the evolution of the planet 

the life. Just because we are sitting on it (earth) it has its own life and structure. The 

structure of a planet looks like a bird, Africa and S America are like the legs, you cannot 

change it.  I have never been wrong, predicting for last 15 years. California won't be 

there, weeks or years, I say days. When the aerospace fills with ash air traffic stopped. 

Satellites will be blocked. (1:03). The KF will keep an SOS to help. If CA collapses the 

economy of the world will collapse, America will have no credibility. (1:07). The 

teaching on how to create lift. On last Tuesday teaching he explained about lift (? 

International workshop). You have two coils in a cross form, and a core inside horizontal 

coil, if you allow 80% of Gans, CH3 or CO2, try to add 20% H, The coils should carry 

CuO2 (? brushed on), if you can go heavier Gans better. To create lift into your coil as a 

mass add a Gans of Pb, in the base, this Gans will not move up, but the CO2 and CH3 

will move up. The reason for this, in the trails we've seen and E wise, the Gans of Pb has 

the "sinking" capability, that means that it attracts, holds, and holds on to, place it in the 

South Entry Pole that it creates a pool and creates motion in your fields. Use very small 

amount. (1:10). The pull will create a push to feed itself. You have a heavier CuO2 and a 

light H in middle, the fields of the (stronger) Gans trying to feed the weaker inside. You 

have to be very precise when making a system. You have made the dynamic rotating 

Gans without any motors, you might have to adjust your coils a little up or down for G, or 

make the shape (of coils) slightly different, but take your time, don't expect to get it right 

off. You will see flashing lights at the water point (? core), and the Gans point, then you 

see a flashing light at the coil point, then the Plasma expanding, because every time the Pl 

goes out it creates interaction with the fields, and the 2 different fields interacting create 



light, if you see the 3 flashing lights you should start seeing motion. This goes back if 

you understood the 129 Tesla phenomenon, the stronger trying to feed the weaker and 

putting pressure on the CO2 and it starts rotating, this is how planetary systems work. 

(1:12).  The cause of the rotation even of the Sun is partly due to this effect. The heavier 

stronger MG field of the Galaxy, the H Pl in the middle in interacting creates the rotation 

of the planet, in a way itself causes partially movement in that direction. You get rotation 

because the Pl feeds in the center, you have that heavy sinker (Pb) as the principle matter 

which goes in. In your reactors you don't have that system so you create it by a small 

amount of Pb, even you can brush it underneath internally or externally. I warn to be 

careful with the Gans of Pb, do not touch it, remotely handle it, don't do anything with it. 

In your SF you have this and putting a right sink in it you'll create rotation, you can add 

by moving the sink which one gets what strength. This is for flying system with control. 

An important application, in your Stacker system you connected yourself to electricity 

and on the other side you placed a load, which acts as a puller, a sink, that's why you feel 

the difference btn the higher and lower. (1:16). If you put your Pl battery combination, 

you feed it into your Stacker, on the other side you connect your appliances, then after the 

appliances you add a sink, which in trying to pull all the energy to itself it feeds all the 

appliances, then you can either end the circuit at the sink or connect it back to the base 

(Pl batteries) making a complete circle. There was a discovery in the innovation center, if 

you used the Alex Beads and fed back to itself, it behaves as a diode, it means you can 

dictate the direction of the flow of the power, you need to put a section of the Beads btn 

the sink and the base and that the flow goes that way and not back to the sink, then you 

create rotation. Here you can use as a sink the exact structure as a battery with a capacitor 

on the end, the only thing we think you need to do is to use the Gans of Pb, you can 

check it. The Pl trying to feed it (the Pb sink) it creates rotation, which was missing in the 

structure. Everything then is in the structure of the Pl. If you put a Gans in the Stackers 

you enhance the process. These are the two new innovations that will be added to the 

blueprints to change the Power Unit to a POWER GENERATOR.  (1:19). ... in the 

present technology we push fields in, but in the Pl technology we want to draw out of, 

that's where the change comes. This has to be built up.  Is there an alternative to Lead, it's 

pretty dangerous, it's not dangerous just be very careful. Lead poisoning comes out of 

carelessness, you don't need very much of it. It gives a lot of sinkage, draining from you 

E because lead has a connection with ??  Silver Oxide is close in number to Lead, but it's 

not just by the numbers, it's the behavior. There are some synthetic materials which 

behave like Lead also. (1:25). In time of disaster you need these systems, your flight and 

energy systems depend on it.  (1:29). Bernie comes on to explain the Diode, and Lead 

Gans. He explains the Diode, draws Alex Beads. (1:33). For people whose Beads didn't 

work because connected wrong and it acted as a Diode. (1:37). Shows how to make Alex 

Beads as a Diode. (1:44). Make sure the paper with Gans is dry before wrapping. (1:47). 

If you Nano C Al have to be careful and use low concentration of caustic, you get H gas 

which you can use for what was already discussed this morning. We use Al because it's 

negative polarity and not Cu which is positive, Zn is negative. The Al captures all the 

fields, (12 Beads outside and 6 inside). (1:51). When you connect the beads only touch 

the Al foils and not the paper, very important. (1;54). The starter Bead is most important, 

connect with N C CU wire always only on the Al and not touching the paper. (1:59). 

Connection with MaGrav Unit, he is using the Beads instead of the capacitors (that Keshe 



showed). (2:03). How to connect to the Grid, very important to do right. Some tests going 

on to put the Beads on the bottom of the Stacker.  (2:10). How to connect Beads as a 

Diode on the neutral line. You verify the direction of flow with Ohm meters.  (2:16). 

Explains again how to make it into a generator.  (2:24). How to make sink with Lead 

Gans. Need to have good ventilation, outside best. When you are near the setup you can 

feel that your energy is being drained. Use it to pull the Plasma. Armand made some but 

he didn't feel drained, used Cu Nano C plate and Lead on other side, and got a white 

Gans like CO2 but a gel like substance. Bernie says right hand Pl goes out and left hand 

comes in.  To make the Pb Gans, use Cu N C plate, and lead on its own, connect DC 

power supply set to 6 volts the positive line to the Lead and Negative to the Cu N C plate. 

He used Sea water (? % salt). ?? 800mA on the voltmeter ... with the Pb it reads 0, it 

confirms that it is powered by Pl.   (2:35). (2:37). Armand says to remove the power 

supply and use LED and you'll get a pure Pb Gans white at bottom. The German guy only 

used 1.5 volts and .5 amps and got pure Pb Gans light grey and fast. Lead should not be 

used in the Magrav because it's draining. (2:41). Each seawater is different because it has 

different contents. The Sea is like the surface of the Land, in some place you can't grow 

palm trees, other places nothing etc., certain animals can live in certain parts.  (2:43). The 

Diode connection is only for the Plasma batteries and not for the Grid.  It's very slow for 

the Pb to settle, rinse 4 times. Put the Pb Gans on the paper wrap around Cu N C wire and 

wrap another N wire around capacitor in Counterclockwise direction, this is the Sink. 

(2:50).  How to make the Sink again, spread a thin layer of Pb Gans, dry and roll very 

tight no air inside,  then wrap a N C Cu wire on top of it. Connect one end of the center 

wire to the Load and the end of the outer wrapped wire to the Diode to the Pl batteries to 

the MaGrav Unit. (2:55). This is a Pl generator mainly DC Pl but it should be able to 

work for appliances, if it doesn't we have an alternate supply called the "Delta Y".  

(2:57). Bernie explains the Delta Y configuration.  We can get AC from this. (3:03). This 

Delta Y connects after the Pl battery and before the MaGrav provides both AC and DC. 

It's might be possible to move the Delta after the MaGrav, and possible amplifier. (3:06). 

This will give you p matter. In time this will create a Plasmatic condition in the whole 

house and you won't even need to connect it, wireless power. You have to allow it to 

build up over time. (3:08). Keshe draws another configuration of Pl generator. ?? try to 

create a vacuum condition with the core with 20% H in it, it will open up the Gans in 

respect to the fields of itself and you'll find out you don't need the batteries. It produces 

huge amounts from the Gans ball, you can still use the coils on it to create the rotation, 

but you connect the top of your coil into your system, you can test with the Gans balls 

(reactors ping pong balls), you have to create the rotation around the circuit and then you 

have a true power generator as in the U. This way with the Sink is very practical there 

will be no change of polarity, it will remain stable, without it the polarity can change, if it 

flips over in reverse then you don't get the property of it. Make sure you get a vacuum in 

your ball reactors to get the full separation of the energy and the rotation of it. (3:12). It 

will become wireless power supply. (3:14). Both sides of Ping Pong Ball has to be N 

coated and create a vacuum. When you N Coat the matter state becomes irrelevant, 

because the fields connect. Armand and Marco are the first graduates of the Institute. We 

don't give certificate, you carry it in your souls, you can't carry paper across the U. You 

were 2 out of 7 and some end up in prison soon (attempted assassins).  (3:19) Keshe 

warns this guy about his conduct on the Internet, he teaches people how to communicate 



with the Plasma. Mike Nasher teaching in Hawaii.  He learns from the "Intelligence" to 

use ashes to N coat, when it dries apply coconut or olive oil, it will keep the Gans from 

breaking apart when you touch it. Keshe says the ash is used as part of making caustic. 

Wish Chinese happy new year.  (3:26). Klaus from Austria a group of 5 people "plasma 

Energie Team".  They have their own style in the old style MaGrav V1 is without crystal. 

They drill the center of crystals 1 cm diameter and 9 cm long. Shows video of drilling 

crystals that are 20 cm long and 5 cm diameter, it takes 20 minutes to drill, water cooled. 

(3:37). Video on making coils. (3:41). Crystals in center of MaGrav coils, called "Peace 

Candles".  (3:45). Send link to KF so we can link you directly. All 3 Books have been 

published in German. The work you have done is fantastic. (3:47). Shows work on the 

Health Helmet, 6 holes on each side. Developing a body device with coils. Shows some 

of the team. It's nice to see the Germans going ahead with this. In the Philippines they 

will start to use systems in hospitals. In Europe Keshe systems are licensed under 

alternative Health. (3:56). Diagram on the direction to Fire Nano Coat. Someone has 

developed a machine to wind and Nano coat automatically.   (3:58). For the helmet do not 

use CuO2 Gans that is only for red muscle tissue. Best if you can use Zn wires for the 

coils, because by using Cu it may introduce something not there in the brain. For specific 

mental psychological diseases do not ever use Cu winding use Zn. It can be used in 

certain ones need to check it out. In some case we need the Cu winding with Zn Gans to 

make a connection to the brain. (4:01). Question about Nano layers are built, some say 

nano wires others say grapheme layers? Keshe says they both grow in both conditions, 

what we see it totally dependent on what the composition of the Cu is. It's the way the Cu 

is excluded, the way you heat on both sides. In caustic you create a spectrum of heat and 

that is why you get different compositions of the structure of the Nano material, every 

heating enforces it own shape and size of N layer, so you get both. Understand the 

difference btn Grapheme and Nanowires and how the structure is seen, depends on the 

freedom of the Cu according to its environment, what environment you did and how you 

did it. (4:04). This is the first time I have disclosed this, put the Cu wire in boiling hot 

caustic and take it out and put it freezing cold water and you'll get a layer of SP3, and 

then put it back into the boiling caustic, you'll see a totally different structure. You can 

actually watch and grow pure diamond, but you got replicate the creation as it is created 

in the U, or in the condition. Diamond is made by getting a high pressure to get the C up, 

when it gets to top it just crystallizes in the cool, a bubble opens and it crystallizes, so you 

do the same in the lab. ... if you get everything right you see diamond structure growing, 

because when you go in you can even use salt in the cold water ..??  (4:08). Carbon 

which comes through the volcanic eruption under pressure it goes up and just opens up 

like a popcorn, they are created the same. (what you are doing with the crystals is very 

good for the brain if you understand).  ... heat up the oil and put popcorn in it, when it's 

hot enough in the center it opens up, the same with a diamond. When we find a diamond 

there is always a seed in the center, sometimes the seed center is off to the side, the same 

with diamonds, when they get hot enough during volcanic eruption, they pop into 

diamonds. We find diamonds only near volcanic sites and their rivers. You heat up Cu 

and you can produce any color diamond you like, but you see the Grapheme according to 

how you cool it, the instantaneous of cold on one side and heat on the other do the same, 

you produce layers of diamonds of different colors. The Russian diamond market started 

producing very strange color diamonds, they have patented it.  (4:12). In the diamond 



business they drill out the seed and fill it with silicone, but you can't fool an expert he can 

see where you filled, if you see a rainbow in the diamond it's a false one. The color of 

diamonds come from the gases that are intertwined with it, it looks pink or blue or 

whatever, it always creates it under certain conditions and pressures. What the Russians 

have done is they buy cheap diamonds with the seeds, they put them in a gas Gans 

plasma and empty the diamonds backwards of the seeds, but it leaves some residues 

which are creating the new colors. they put the diamonds in a very high vacuum chamber 

and suck the gases out in a very specific way, you don't see any indentations but you see 

seeping. The colors on expensive diamonds is due to the light reflecting off the gases, if 

you cut that piece out you would get only white diamond.  (4:16). KF teaching will drop 

price and go worldwide. (4:19). That guy ... has been introducing strange knowledge 

from the Intelligence about a tree MaGrav, you drill a hole in tree and add Gans and 

ashes into it and once it dries put olive or coconut oil on it. First never use CuO2 on any 

tree, Cu is connected with the RBC of "horizontal" people, trees are "vertical" people 

they are living entities more intelligent then us, it's like poison for tree, because it uses 

the same AA but connected to Mg, and if you introduce Cu at that level you'll kill the 

tree. Why drill a hole in live tree, a dead tree is a different matter.  Next week is blueprint 

for agriculture part of workshop. The Chinese are very heavy into agriculture research. 

Bring all your data with you it might be a new discovery, like today with the Lead it 

came out of a "mistake" something was drawing too much energy, and we discovered the 

PB Gans as a sink for the MaGrav. Come on 21 April to Dubai to share all your 

knowledge with the world.  ... talking about upcoming world meeting in Dubai ... 

 


